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INTRODUCTION
This began as a simple project – but it reveals the strength and weakness of visual 
observing

So it’s a work in progress – the concept of two periods is valid – but help is needed

Some old ideas must be dropped – others incorporated

The time scale is long – but almost all visual observing is like that – give thought 
to the past observers whose data are being used

Mainly visual but some electronic measures valuable – if correctly planned

More interesting to beginners than Miras

Quality of measures – not numbers – most important

Select small number of stars – observe regularly – understand history and results

Like all amateur research – needs more discussion and sharing



Abstract: Cepheids with long periods, 15 days or more, 
are one of the more massive types of pulsating variables.  What we see 
in other types of pulsators, such as the low mass, longer period Mira 
stars, may provide indications of where observational research should 
be directed.  Thus the apparent alternation of periods in Mira stars, 
which we suspect of being the interaction of a fundamental pulsation 
in the radiative layers with some type of occurrence in the convective 
outer envelope may also occur in the longer period, massive but 
cooler  Cepheids which should have convective outer layers all or part 
of the time.  Light curves and periods of several such Cepheids are 
presented and discussed. 

A surprising result of this analysis is strong support for the idea that 
beginners in variable star observing both visual and CCD, would be 
better rewarded by observing such Cepheids rather than Mira stars.



U Carinae

This O-C diagram shows two periods - 38.76 to about 1983 and then the 
current period of 38.844 days.  I’ll return to this later but first some 
background about Cepheid variable stars.



VSS & the Cepheid Project

Variable Stars South has encouraged its members to make measures of 
Cepheids, either visually or photo electrically, with the idea of building a 
sufficiently large database to study the changes in their periods.  Whilst 
shorter period Cepheids, which are evolving much more slowly, show 
infrequent changes the more luminous and massive objects which are 
crossing the brighter, lower temperature upper regions of the instability 
strip change periods frequently.

These cooler Cepheids have convective envelopes all or part of the time.  
Thus they may also show alternating periods which probably comprise the 
accepted pulsation ionisation/recombination mechanism in the radiative
energy transport region on which is superimposed another form of periodic 
light variation in the outer convective region.  Why this happens is not clear 
but it may help determine some properties of the convective envelope.



STELLAR STRUCTURE & ENERGY TRANSFER

There are three main methods 
of energy transfer in stars

Conduction is the most 
efficient but can only occur in 
dense stars such as white dwarves. 

In very hot regions such as the 
inner regions of stars energy is 
transferred by radiation, the least 
efficient method.

In cooler regions the transfer is 
by convection, more efficient  but 
associated with turbulence, flares 
and a variety of other disturbances.

The temperature at which radiation gives way to convection is 7500K, or about 
F5 spectral class for a main sequence star, but slightly different for giants and 
supergiants.



CEPHEIDS IN THE H-R DIAGRAM
The Cepheid 

instability strip occupies a 
region which varies from A 
spectrum with low mass 
near main sequence 
objects to late G or early K 
with more massive and 
highly luminous objects.

During a pulsation 
cycle the Cepheid envelope 
will vary from high 
temperatures at minimum 
radius and maximum 
brightness to much cooler 
temperatures as it fades

The pulsation mechanism is caused by ionization and recombination of helium 
in the upper radiative layer where the temperature is appropriate.  Cepheid 
structure and density allows these to cause observable surface changes.



THE PREMISE WHICH THIS PAPER 
EXPLORES

In a poster paper presented at the IAU General Assembly 
in 1997 Walker et al, 1998, drew attention to the apparent 
alternation of periods in Mira stars.  In an earlier discussion 
Brian Warner, 1985, had suggested that some of the small 
period changes noted in pulsating variable stars might arise 
with the production and dissolution of massive cells in the 
convective envelopes of these stars.

Are we seeing this happening in Cepheids?  Are what 
appear to be alternations of period the superpposition of 
variations of some kind in the convective envelope?  What 
causes the apparent regularity in the more massive 
Cepheids?  Is this real? 



MIRA - DUAL OR ALTERNATING PERIOD?

Epochs of maximum of RR 
Sagittarii from 1891 to 1988 
from Walker et al, 1995? 
Showing what appear to be 
alternations of period 
between two extremes 
separated by about 2% of 
the mean period

Perhaps we are seeing not period alternations but the beating of two periods –
the main and quite regular period of 334.4 days in the radiative transfer region 
and a less regular period resulting from events in the outer convective zone.  At 
times this secondary period reverses.

An example from a low mass pulsating star with a much longer period



U CARINAE IN MORE DETAIL

Seasonal epochs of maximum are shown in this O-C diagram.  This is 
based on the current period and the epoch of the PEP measures from 
which the mean light curve was derived.  There was a major period change 
at the start of the current epoch in ~1983 but the small waves in the 
diagram are very interesting.



Secondary Period O-C Plot 

This O-C graph depicts variations of ~5% from the main period of, U 
Carinae, as measured by several members of VSS.  It’s similar to a Mira 
star but the amplitude is far less – although as a percentage of the main 
period it is greater.  There are reversions, particularly over the last 
decade, but the main slopes are too steady to be random deviations.



U Carinae a Century Earlier - RAE

Alexander Roberts observed from South Africa beginning in 1891.  His 
comparison sequence appears to have been based on the Cape 
Photographic Durchmusterung.  His measures were interrupted by two 
wars as well but the same pattern of deviations is clear.  The amplitude 
is less but the variations appear to be real even if the why is not clear.



Selection of Target Stars
Visual observations are the primary source of information.  Some PEP and 

CCD measures are available but most cover only a season or two and each 
observer tends to use different comparisons with conflicting values.

Accepting that with a good sequence a visual observer can probably obtain 
0.1 to 0.2 accuracy Cepheids with amplitudes of one magnitude or more –
maximum amplitude seems to be ~1.5 magnitudes – should produce reliable 
seasonal epochs from 30 or more measures.

The primary source is the International Database maintained by the 
AAVSO.  More recently ASAS, BRITE and TESS have made measures but only 
for limited periods.  A problem is that these automatic surveys do not transform 
measures through the V filter or, even worse, use different wavelength filters.

Like most pulsating variables the epoch of maximum brightness occurs 
earlier at shorter wavelengths.  In the case of U Carinae the epoch difference 
between B and V filters is ~2.0 days, even more between B and R or I.

The cycle length of the secondary period is quite long – several decades –
which means the best data is provided by long term observers.  So only those 
stars with 2000 or more measures are useful targets at present.



Target Cepheids & Details



SPREAD  SHEET  ANALYSIS

The next slide explains how it is used 
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Note that observed points are either in blue, or in blue with a red diagonal 
cross.  There is also a superimposed blue line which is the mean value of the 
light curve (MLC) as derived from PEP or CCD measures.

There are three values that the user can set manually.  These are marked in 
green.

The first is used to correct for any zero point errors.  These arise when the 
comparison stars average too bright or too faint – a common fault.  Set the line 
along the centre of the observations.  It has been useful with the 120 year old 
measures of Roberts.

The third manual setting is amplitude.  The comparison sequence may 
result in light curves of different amplitude.  It can be set to expand or contract 
the range of the light curve or to exclude outliers.

These two are usually applied first, then the time adjustment made.  With 
the longer period Cepheids which are the most interesting the rise to 
maximum is quite steep – often ~20% of the overall cycle. So the time can often 
be determined manually to a few tenths of a day if the measures are good.

Explanation of method



Different 
observers –
different 
comparisons

The upper graph shows

the type of result obtained when 

observers are using different 

comparison stars.  Many of the 

charts now available have far 

too many stars with magnitude 

labels, many of which are 

incorrect.  Quite clearly three 

different sets are in use here.

But they can be corrected 

as the lower graph shows!  A

good epoch of maximum can 

be obtained from the rising part 

of the plot.



HOW DO WE AVOID THIS?
Since the problem mainly arises from using different comparison 

sequences the solution is to ensure that there is only one sequence for each 
Cepheid.  Experienced PEP observers try always to use the same comparisons 
used by others and this idea should be adopted by all visual observers 
whether  the star under observations is a Cepheid, Mira or whatever.

This makes for simple charts as the Cepheid range is small – almost 
always less than 1.5 magnitudes.  Ideal comparison steps of 0.3 magnitudes 
mean only six of these are needed for each field.

Another contributor to the problem is the emphasis upon the number of 
measures made in a year by each observer.  So not enough care is taken in 
judging the observed magnitude.  This seems more common amongst users 
of binoculars for Cepheid measures where there seems to be a tendency to 
judge the target star as identical to one or other of the comparisons



.

RS  PUPPIS – O-C ex GCVS & ADJUSTED

See also next 
slide



RS  PUPPIS – O-C ex GCVS & ADJUSTED

This is a different version of the previous slide – series 1, 3 and 5 are 
measures.  Series 2 are the measures corrected to the different periods 
so that the upper O-C shows only the secondary period.  Series 4 is a 
spare column



RS PUPPIS – PEP & CCD – 1996 to 2017

This is not 1949!!!   Correct graph



RS Puppis 1900 to 1919 by RAE

RS Puppis is noted as being associated with nebulosity.  This may 
account for it showing a less steady variation than U Carinae.



RY Scorpii 20.31 days & SV Vulpecula 45.00 days



T Monocerotis – too much Data?

Both T Mon and S Vul have over 12,000 measures



CEPHEIDS & BEGINNERS
Rarely do we see a change in state of a star – Supernovae are main examples

In almost all other cases we are examining periodic changes over lifetimes of 
millions or billions of years 

Miras are popular – large amplitude 2.5 to 10+ but periods long 90 to 600 days
Changes in period – 1000+ measured for more than a century - <10 true changes

Cepheids more massive – evolve faster – M^3.75? Many more detected changes 
in period.  Periods 3-50 days mainly – many cycles per year.

Amplitudes smaller – more massive Cepheids 1.0 to 1.5 – need good accuracy.

Comparison sequences more reliable – 6 stars at 0.3 magnitude spacing

Suitable for small telescopes and binoculars

Results easily plotted and understood – good light curves quite quickly



REQUIREMENTS  FOR  ACCURACY
Not all of these under control of observer – VSS to make own charts perhaps?

A suitable comparison sequence with no duplicates  

Season is ~6-8 months   20 to 30 good measures needed

Concentrate on rising branch – easier with longer period stars – fewer  measures

Avoid sources of error
Tendency to assign value identical to comparison stars
Hasty measures – quality required not quantity
A single good measure of 4o day Cepheid worth 10 of 400 day Mira

Plot your results in Excel – the best observers do this as a self check

Many fainter unstudied objects – magnitude 10-15 not difficult

Results to International Database


